We propose a new power saving scheme based on a buffer-threshold and timer in wireless packet networks. In a standard sleep mode operation with a binary exponential algorithm, a mobile station (MS) can begin a wake period if it is aware of the existence of its own downlink packets during a listening interval. In a light traffic environment, this conventional standard operation consumes a considerable amount of power to switch modes (sleep/listen/wake). To solve this problem, in this paper, a new power saving scheme based on Joint Control of Buffer-threshold and Timer (JCBT) is proposed. To see the performance behavior of the JCBT scheme, we consider the total power consumption per unit time and the average packet transfer delay as performance measures. Based on the performance measures, we March 13, 2012 DRAFT 2 obtain the optimal solution for our proposed JCBT scheme which minimises the total power consumption per unit time with a given delay requirement.
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INTRODUCTION
To provide high-quality and high data-rate services for mobile stations (MSs) in wireless networks, various sleep mode operations have been proposed to reduce the power consumption of MSs with limited battery capacity. One good example of the sleep mode operations with a binary exponential algorithm to determine sleep intervals can be found in the IEEE 802.16e standard [1] . The IEEE 802.16e standard suggests three different types of Power Saving Classes I, II and III for the sleep mode operation according to the traffic service types [1] [2] . Among the three types, the binary exponential algorithm is recommended to Power Saving Class I for best-effort (BE) and non-real-time variable rate (NRT-VR) services. Power Saving Class of type II is recommended for the connections of unsolicited grant service (UGS) and real-time variable rate (RT-VR) services. Power Saving Class of type III is recommended for multicast connections and for management operations.
There have been many studies on the performance of the sleep mode operation with the binary exponential algorithm. Xiao [3] considered a sleep mode scheme for power saving and analyzed the effects of the operation parameters. Zhang and Fujise [4] modeled the standard sleep mode scheme in IEEE 802.16e. Recently, many researchers have investigated how to determine the optimal or better operation parameter values of the standard sleep mode scheme. Vatsa et al. [5] proposed an adaptive sleep mode interval control algorithm, which takes into account downlink traffic load to minimise power consumption.
Zhu et al. [6] presented a heuristic algorithm to determine the initial sleep window dynamically according to the given traffic load. Jang et al. [7] simulated the sleep mode operation of Power Saving Classes I and II, and found the optimal values of the operation parameters to satisfy different QoS requirements. Kim et al. [8] introduced an efficient power management mechanism which takes into account the remaining power. Wang et al. [9] analyzed the standard sleep mode operation according to the different traffic patterns. Park and Hwang [10] mathematically analyzed both the wake mode and sleep mode periods of the standard sleep mode scheme by using an M/GI/1/K queueing system with multiple vacations, setup time, and exhaustive services, and investigated the effects of operation parameters on the performance.
In addition, Park and Hwang [11] obtained the optimal sleep mode operation of the standard sleep mode scheme by minimising the power consumption per unit time per effective packet arrival with a given delay requirement. March 13, 2012 DRAFT In general, an MS consumes more power in the wake mode than in the sleep mode. In addition, it is known that the mode switching affects the power consumption significantly. Especially, when the traffic rate is light, the MS wastes a considerable amount of power in switching its modes to check the existence of the traffic in the BS in the standard sleep mode scheme with the binary exponential algorithm. In order to reduce inefficient power consumption for mode switching in the standard sleep mode scheme, in this paper, we propose a new power saving scheme based on Joint Control of Buffer-threshold and Timer (JCBT). We consider downlink transmissions where a BS having an infinite size buffer transmits NRT traffic packets of Power Saving Class I to an MS. For simplicity in the mathematical analysis, we do not consider the mobility of the MS.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe our proposed JCBT scheme for a new sleep mode operation.
In Section 3, we analyze the system behaviors of the proposed JCBT scheme during both sleep mode and wake mode periods. In Section 4, we evaluate the total power consumption per unit time and the average packet transfer delay. In Section 5, several numerical and simulation results are provided to compare the performance of our JCBT scheme with that of the standard sleep mode scheme. Finally, concluding remarks are given in Section 6.
JOINT CONTROL OF BUFFER-THRESHOLD AND TIMER (JCBT) SCHEME
In this section, we propose a new power saving scheme based on Joint Control of Buffer-threshold and Timer (JCBT). Fig. 1 shows the proposed JCBT scheme. We consider downlink transmission for no approval message), it continues to be in the wake mode and waits for another packet transmission.
If it has received a positive MOB SLP-RSP message (i.e., approval message) with the parameter, start frame number for the first sleep window, it begins a new sleep period at the frame specified as the start frame number for the first sleep window. The duration T i of the i-th sleep interval in the sleep period, if any, is computed as follows:
T max = final-sleep window,
MATHEMATICAL MODELING OF THE JCBT SCHEME
To analyze the performance of the proposed JCBT scheme, we consider a single buffer for downlink data transmission to an MS. We assume that packet arrivals follow a Poisson process with rate λ and March 13, 2012 DRAFT N denotes the threshold value. In the analysis, a frame is considered as a unit time and the time axis is divided into unit times in the system. Let S and W be the sleep period and wake period in our model, respectively, as shown in Fig. 1 .
Sleep Period Analysis
We analyze the duration of a sleep period in the steady state. If we assume that the time to transmit control message such as MOB SLP-REQ, MOB SLP-RSP, and MOB TRF-IND is zero, we can define the duration of the i-th monitor interval during a sleep period, denoted by M i if any, by Based on the above three cases, we obtain the probability mass function of the number of monitor intervals during a sleep period, denoted by I M , as follows: 
. Then, the average duration of a sleep period is given by
where
Wake Period Analysis
In this subsection, we analyze the duration of a wake period in the steady state. In our model, we assume that the buffered packets are transmitted to the MS in packet by packet and service times of packets are independently and identically distributed and let X be the generic random variable to denote a service time. To obtain the average duration of W , let N W be the number of packets in the buffer at the beginning of a wake period in the steady state. Then, the distribution of N W is derived by
where A L is the number of packets which have arrived during the last listening interval in a sleep period, N Mlast is the number of packets in the buffer at the end of the last monitor interval in a sleep period and its probability mass function is given in Appendix A.
Note that packets in the buffer are transmitted based on the FCFS (First-Come-First-Serve) discipline.
However, the duration of a wake period does not depend on the order in which packets in the buffer are transmitted. In other words, the duration of a wake period of the system with the FCFS discipline is identical to that of the system with the LCFS (Last-Come-First-Served) discipline [12] - [14] . Thus, the average duration of W is given by
where B is a busy period in the ordinary M/GI/1 queueing system and its expectation E[B] is known
PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
As mentioned in Section 1, the key objective of the JCBT scheme is to reduce inefficient power consumption in switching modes and to avoid long packet transfer delay by introducing a buffer-threshold and timer. Thus, in this section, we obtain the following performance measures: total power consumption per unit time and average packet transfer delay. 
Total Power Consumption Per Unit Time
In this subsection, we obtain the total power consumption per unit time in the JCBT scheme. Let P sleep , P wake and P listen be the power consumption per unit time in sleep-mode, wake-mode and a listening interval, respectively. In addition, since the MS consumes power to switch its mode, let P on−switch and P of f −switch be the power consumption for switch-on and switch-off, respectively. Here, in the switch-on operation, an MS changes its state from sleep to listen mode, while the MS state is changed from wake or listen mode to sleep mode in the switch-off operation. Let P switch be the amount of power consumption for mode switching per unit time of the MS. Then, P switch is given by
is the number of monitor intervals in a sleep period, and it is expressed as
. Let P S and P W be the amount of power consumption during a sleep period and a wake period, respectively. Thus, the total power consumption per unit time of the MS, denoted by P total , is given by
Average Packet Transfer Delay
In this subsection, we derive the average packet transfer delay which is defined as the sum of queueing delay in the buffer and transmission delay from the BS to the MS. To obtain the average packet transfer delay, first, we define π d j as the distribution of the number of backlogged packets in the system (called the queue length) immediately after a service completion by applying the embedded Markov chain method.
Second, to compute π d j efficiently, we use π ′ j which is called an upper Hessenberg matrix and it is defined
[12], [15] , [16] . Finally, using π d j , we obtain the queue length distribution at an arbitrary time which is derived as follows [11] :
The steady state probability Q j that there are j packets in the system including the packet March 13, 2012 DRAFT being transmitted at an arbitrary time, is given by
where Pr[N W = k] is given in (2) and q k is the probability that k packets have arrived during a service time of a packet.
The detailed derivation is given in Appendix B.
Then, from Little's formula, the average packet transfer delay E[D] is derived as follows:
NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we compare the performance of the proposed JCBT scheme with that of the standard sleep mode scheme for NRT (Non-Real-Time) services in a light traffic environment. We also verify the validity of our analysis by comparing numerical results with simulation results.
Since the sleep mode operation is performed between one BS and each MS and we consider downlink transmission, a single BS and a single MS are considered in our simulation. We assume the time to transmit a control message is zero through an ideal wireless channel. Here, the control messages include MOB SLP-REQ, MOB SLP-RSP, and MOB TRF-IND. For all examples, we assume that the service time X of a packet is one frame. Since the purpose of the sleep mode operation in IEEE 802.16e is to save the power consumption in a light traffic environment, we also assume that the average inter-arrival time I A (= 1/λ) are 16 and 32 frames to consider the light traffic environment [3] , [4] , [8] , [11] , [17] and the duration L of a listening interval is fixed and equal to 1. Even though there is no general information on the actual parameters for the power consumption units, P sleep : P listen : P wake = 1 : 10 : 10 or P sleep : P listen : P wake = 50 : 170 : 170 are widely used [3] - [5] , [18] , [19] and [20] - [22] , respectively.
In our experiments, we assume P sleep : P listen : P wake = 1 : 10 : 10. The power consumption for switching action is assumed that P on−switch : P of f −switch = 20 : 10. In all figures, "STND" and "JCBT"
indicate the simulation results of the standard sleep mode scheme and the JCBT scheme, respectively. Fig. 2 , we see that the values of P total in the JCBT scheme is much lower (approximately 14%-25%) than those in the standard sleep mode scheme. This shows that our objective is achieved to propose the JCBT scheme in the view-point of power saving. Note that the JCBT scheme counts the number of packets by introducing a buffer-threshold, and accordingly, the average packet transfer delay increases. In other words, there is a trade-off between the power consumption and packet transfer delay. From the right figure in Fig. 2 , we see that the average packet transfer delay increases as the threshold value increases in the JCBT scheme. We also observe that the average packet transfer delay E[D] in the JCBT scheme is higher than that in the standard sleep mode scheme because the MS might wait for one more sleep interval in the JCBT scheme than in the standard sleep mode scheme. in the JCBT scheme is lower (approximately 17%-24%) than that in the standard sleep mode scheme.
Especially, when T min is small, the JCBT scheme significantly outperforms the standard sleep mode scheme. As T min decreases, the sleep intervals become shorter and accordingly, the MS switches its mode more frequently. Thus, P total increases in this case. In the right figure in Fig. 3 , the average packet transfer delay increases as T min increases. The average packet transfer delay in the JCBT scheme is higher than that in the standard sleep mode scheme. However, the value of T min does not affect the average packet transfer delay E[D] significantly. This implies that we can increase the value of T min in the JCBT to reduce the power consumption significantly at the cost of a little increase in the average packet transfer delay.
In Fig. 4 , we compare the values of P total and E[D] under different values of T max in the JCBT scheme and the standard sleep mode scheme. As shown in Fig. 4 , P total in the JCBT scheme is lower (approximately 1%-24%) than that in the standard sleep mode scheme. As T max increases, the sleep intervals become longer and accordingly, P total decreases and E[D] increases. Furthermore, as expected, the average packet transfer delay in the JCBT scheme is much longer than that in the standard sleep mode scheme.
From Figs. 2-4 , we observe how the parameters T min , T max and N affect the performance measures
. We also confirm our objective to save the power consumption in the JCBT scheme is March 13, 2012 DRAFT achieved.
Based on our analysis, we can obtain the optimal values of (T max , N ) which minimise the value of P total for a fixed value of T min and given delay requirement in the JCBT scheme. For example, we obtain the value of E[D] and P total when the parameters are given as T min = 10 and I A = 32. Using the results in Fig. 5 , we can determine the optiaml values of T max and N to minimise P total for a given delay requirement as follows: For given I A and T min ,
•
Step 1) for each (T max , N ), obtain the P total value such that E[D] ≤ a given delay requirement.
•
Step 2) Among the obtained P total values, choose the smallest P total value and the corresponding parameters (T max , N ).
The optimal values of T max and N are summarized in Table I for given delay requirements of 200, 300, and 400 msecs. For other delay requirements and traffic conditions, the same procedure as above can be applied to obtain the optimal values of (T max , N ). Note that the delay requirement may be different according to Quality of Service (QoS). Therefore, if users are not sensitive to the average packet transfer delay, the only Step 2) can be used to minimise the value of P total .
CONCLUSIONS
In the standard sleep mode scheme, MSs waste a considerable amount of power in switching their modes because they can begin the wake mode regardless of the number of backlogged packets in the buffer, if the buffer is not empty. Accordingly, to save the power consumption for mode switching, we proposed and mathematically analyzed a power saving scheme based on Joint Control of a Bufferthreshold and Timer (JCBT) for NRT traffic. In order to compare the performance of the JCBT scheme and the standard sleep mode scheme, we obtained the total power consumption per unit time and the average packet transfer delay. From numerical and simulation results, we showed that the proposed JCBT scheme outperforms the standard sleep mode scheme in terms of the power saving. We also proposed an optimal JCBT scheme that satisfies a given delay requirement and minimises the total power consumption per unit time.
APPENDIX A PROOF OF EQUATION (2)
We define an embedded Markov chain at the service completion instance. Let π d j be the steady state probability that j packets are left in the system immediately after service completion. Let L n be the number of packets left behind in the system immediately after the n-th Markov point (n = 1, 2, ...).
Then the π d j is represented as follows:
Let p ij be the one-step transition probability in the Markov chain. Then p ij is represented as follows:
Let q k be the probability that k packets have arrived during a service time of a packet. Then, the one-step transition probability p ij is derived as follows:
In addition, the balance equations for the steady state probabilities are given by
Then, by substituting (B.1) and (B.2) into (B.3), we have
An efficient algorithm for computing {π d j |j ≥ 0} can be given in terms of
This π ′ j is called an upper Hessenberg matrix [12] , [15] , [16] . It is easy to see from (B.5) that {π ′ j | j ≥ 0} can be recursively computed as follows.
Thus, for j ≥ 0,
(B.7)
March 13, 2012 DRAFT From (B.4) and (B.6), we have
Hence, using (B.6), (B.7) and (B.8), we can obtain {π d j | j ≥ 0}. Let Q j be the probability that there are j packets in the system including the packet being transmitted at an arbitrary time (j = 0, 1, ...) . And we define π a j be the probability that an arriving packet finds j packets in the system (j = 0, 1, ...) . From the PASTA (Poisson Arrivals See Time Average) property,
(B.9)
Since the state changes only by unit steps in our model, by Burke's theorem [13] , 
